Santa Clara City Library Materials for Further Reading & Viewing on the
History of Silicon Valley

Books

Bill and Dave: how Hewlett and Packard built the world's greatest company
[Call# 338.761 M25]

The Big Score: the billion-dollar story of Silicon Valley
by Michael S. Malone, Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1985
[Call# 338.4762 M25]

Charged bodies: people, power and paradox in Silicon Valley
[Call# 338.4762 M21]

Charles Herrold, inventor of radio broadcasting
[Call# 791.44 H56]

Fred Terman at Stanford: building a discipline, a university, and Silicon Valley
by C. Stewart Gillmor, Stanford, Calif. : Stanford University Press, 2004
[Call# 621.384 T31]

From missions to microchips: the continuity of innovation in Silicon Valley
[Call# 979.473 F28]

Making Silicon Valley: innovation and the growth of high tech, 1930-1970
by Christophe Lécuyer, Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, c2006 [Call# 338.476 L47]

The man behind the microchip: Robert Noyce and the invention of Silicon Valley
by Leslie Berlin, Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press, 2005
[Call# 621.381 B51]

Silicon Valley: 110 year renaissance
[Call# 979.473 S583]

Spinoff: a personal history of the industry that changed the world
[Call# 338.47621 S76]

Steve Jobs
[Call# 338.761 J62]

The Tube Guys
by Norman H. Pond, West Plains, Missouri : Russ Cochran, Publisher, 2008
[Call# 621.3813 P79]
DVs

Broadcasting's forgotten father [videorecording] : the Charles Herrold story
produced in association with station KTEH
[Call# DVD 791.44 H56]

Echo of the future [videorecording] : a tale of Sunnyvale
by the Sunnyvale Historical Society and Museum Association: a Redwines Garage
production written and directed by Ben Koning, documentary of Arthur E. Bessey who founded
the first high-tech factory in Silicon Valley, the Radio Shop in Sunnyvale,
[Call# DVD 621.3841 E18]

Fairchild, The Fairchild chronicles [videorecording]/ presented by Walker Research
Associates in association with the Silicon Valley Archives, Stanford University Libraries
directed by Rob Walker, produced by Rob Walker and Kevin Bomberry, Palo Alto, CA :
Panalta, Inc., 2005
[Call# DVD 621.38152 F16]

The Microprocessor Chronicles [videorecording] : the history of the microprocessor / told
by those who invented it
narrated by Rob Walker, Palo Alto, CA : Stanford University Library ; Walker Research Associates,
c2006
[Call# DVD 621.3916 M67]

Million dollar dirt [videorecording] : how the "Valley of Heart's Delight" became Silicon
Valley
produced and directed by Craig vonWaaden, Sunnyvale, CA : C. vanWaaden, c2004
[Call# DVD 979.473 M65]

Silicon Valley [videorecording] : a five part series
produced by the Santa Clara Valley Historical Association, Palo Alto, CA : Santa Clara Valley
Historical Association, 2012
[Call# DVD 338.4762 S58]

Something ventured [videorecording] : risk, reward, and the original venture capitalists /
Miralan Productions presents ; a Geller/Goldfine production
directed by Dan Geller, Dayna Goldfine ; written by Dan Geller, Dayna Goldfine, Jen
[Call# DVD 658.1522 S69]

***Take a look at the Santa Clara City Library's:
“Silicon Valley High Tech History” webpage at:

(Compiled by Local History Librarian Mary Hanel for 1/15/13 Origins of Silicon Valley program
presented by Paul Wesling)